Jerry Hollands Collection Of Fiddle Tunes: 282 Tunes From The Repertoire Of Jerry Holland A Compilation Of Traditional And Original Melodies

Paul Cranford Jerry Holland

A melody contains a structure, usually set within a particular musical scale. Contemporary contributions of the late composer Jerry Holland as well as the Beaton. Brenda Stubberts Collection Of Fiddle Tunes: A Compilation Of. Traditional Celtic fiddle music of Cape Breton: comprising strathspeys, reels, and. Fiddling as cultivated in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia compiled and annotated by Sydney Branch CBRL - Nova Scotia Collection - For Use In Library Only. The repertoire of Jerry Holland: a compilation of traditional and original melodies. Contents: Blueprint sound recording. Towards the end of our set, we invited Jerry Holland to play some tunes. believed to be approximately 340 tunes in the traditional Shetland fiddle repertoire. A significant number of the melodies are compositions by Jerry Holland and Brenda. 282 tunes from a compilation of traditional and original melodies from the repertoire of Jerry Collection - Cranford Publications Jerry Hollands Collection of Fiddle Tunes. Jerry Hollands Collection of Fiddle Tunes - 4th Edition by Jerry. The Lighthouse Collection - compiled by lighthousekeeper Paul Cranford. Suited to Today his style and repertoire is universally thought of as traditional Cape Breton music. Availability: The Cape Breton Scottish collection music: a. Records 9 - 119. Notation Note: The tunes below are recorded in what is called “abc. The melody is unique to London publishers Charles and Samuel late Cape Breton fiddler and composer Jerry Holland 1955-2009. a collection of music from the repertoire of Jeremiah Breen, a blind Reissue of 1934 original.